
 

 

PASS IT ON                           
to a friend when you are             
finished reading your           
newsletter.  By increasing   
readership and awareness you 
will be performing a valuable                  
service for the animals we’re 
trying to help.  You can assist 
us in cutting costs by advising 
us of your change of address or  
duplicate mailings.  We would 
appreciate your help in                     

updating our records. 
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Shelter Hours: Mon, Tues, Thurs & Fri - 1-6 pm; Wed - CLOSED; Sat - noon - 5 pm; Sun - 2-5 pm                    

Serving Our Community Since 1972 
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President’s Corner 

Bitter Root Humane Association      Winter 2019 

Hi and happy Spring – or at least the calendar                             
tells me it’s Spring!   

I am so excited about Unleash Tomorrow.  What’s that 
you ask?  We got a great start fundraising for building a 
new shelter and are 2/3 of the way there!   We need 
your help.  Please go to UnleashTomorrow.org.  All the 
information you would need to know about the plans for 
the new shelter is located on that website.  It explains 
what the campaign is about, shows you plans for the new 
building (so excited), the condition of the current                
building (so in need of replacement) and plenty of                   
buttons for you to push to please donate.  We're getting 
close to ground breaking so visit the site often for the 
date! 

We are having open houses periodically at the current 
shelter – May 22nd, June 5th & June 19th from 4 p.m.             
to 6 p.m.  Please come, tour and see why building a new   
shelter is so necessary.  And, if you do donate, the                 
animals will benefit greatly.   
Thank you,  
Sue Devlin, President 

Thank You Char! 

If you've been to the BRHA 
shelter recently or anytime in 
the past twenty years, you've 
probably met our Char...yes, 

that's right 20 years! On be-
half of the Board, our staff and 
especially all the critters that 
have passed through our doors,  

THANK YOU Char for being 
there for all of us! 

Welcome new board member 
Rachel Kramer and her                 
precious boy Teddy!                      

Rachel has a passion for animals, 
and it shows in everything she 
does at work and at home.... 

owning her own insurance                   
business keeps her plenty busy, 
but she's found lots of time to 
give to BRHA and we're sure 

glad to have her! 
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They say “it takes a village”….and we don’t know what we would do 

without our community business partners! 

Candy has been adopted!!!!!!!!!!!  A big thanks to Rachel Kramer 

Insurance Agency/Farmers Insurance for sponsoring Candy’s 

adoption fee.  AND the adopter decided to “pay it forward” by 

sponsoring Candy’s friend Bailey’s adoption! Our community is 

just the best...have a great life Candy! 

If you’d like information on how to sponsor an adoption, call Chris @ 363-5311 

 

Evans Ace Hardware       
714 N. 1st St                             

Hamilton, MT  59840              

Ph: (406) 363-3351 
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Memorials (Continued from page 9) 

In Loving Memory of People In Honor of 
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FOR: FROM: 

NITA SCHAFFER BOBBIE MCCAULEY,              

SANDRA SKORUPA,                

DOROTHY MANTHIE 

JUDY PAUL “JORIA” 

BILL WINN JOSEPH & KEA YANZICK 

FRANK MENDES ALICE FOSTER 

MARILYN MANNY LYNN MANSFIELD 

JUDY PAUL DOGS: LILY, SCOUT,               

MERRY BERRY CATS:    

ASHA & BEBE 

LAURIE DENNIS ANN BACHMAN, CHARLIE 

& CHARLOTTE OLIVER, 

CHUCK & NIKI 

SHONKWILER 

TIM PATTERSON IRVING & ANN WEISSMAN 

BARBARA WILLIS, 

Happy Birthday Mom 

MICHELLE FOWLER 

PHYLLIS DANIELS LNDA PFAU, MARY RALLS 

JEANETTE SWIHART DAN & CAROL SHER-

WOOD 

TY OLSON TY & CYNTHIA CAPELLE 

GENE SIMMONS ALICE FOSTER 

LARRY DRAPER SUE & DAVE                        

MCCORMACK,                             

SHARI GIVENS 

FOR: FROM: 

WILSON                 

MCLAUGHLIN 

KYSLEI WILLIAMS 

PRINCE & BANDIT, 

Rescued from Puppy 

Mill 

SUE DEVLIN 

February 18, 2019 through  May 8, 2019 

Community 

 Pet Food Bank 

Everyone , from time to time needs 

a little help from their friends. Due to 

generous  donations like these from 

Stevensville County Store, many 

businesses and  other community 

members, BRHA is so blessed to be 

able to offer our Community Pet 

Food Bank to those in need. If we 

can be a help, please  stop by. 
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Manager’s Corner……………………………….Chris Berthoud 
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My passion for animals can be tracked back all the way to my childhood, where I had dachs-
hunds as pets. I fell in love instantly with animals and pretty much from that moment on, I have 
always had some sort of critter in my life to raise as a companion.  I am forever getting teased 
about what is Chris going to bring home next?  I have a simple background; I started in heavy 
equipment, to law enforcement, to children’s mental health. I have done everything from                     
volunteering to managing teams. I have enjoyed my life, and the journey it has lead me on, and 
what it has now brought me back  to… animals. 

The First Month…Let’s talk about the first month shall we? 

 In the first week  at the shelter here are some of the things that I had to deal with or fix. 
First, the boiler went out in the kennels, it was a small fix but trouble shooting a boiler that is 
25 years old is not that easy.  Next was our washing machine died in mid-cycle. When you wash 
10 to 15 loads per day it is not unexpected that your washing machine will give up on you now 
and then! We called the repair shop out to fix it, but to no avail he gave it last rights, and we 
were on the hunt to find a new machine to do the massive amounts of laundry that the shelter 
produces each year. Thanks to one of our employees we were donated one to get us rolling 
again, plus the power of social media got us a spare.  It wasn’t long after the washer deprived 
us of its capabilities, the boiler fan motor quit on us during the cold snap, and with this we had 
to heat the kennels with plug-in heaters until the motor was fixed. This was a very costly                     
adventure for the shelter and an education for yours truly. It wasn’t done yet though… let it 
snow, let it snow, let it snow, oh boy did it snow!  When it snows 3 feet in two days working with 
animals outside is not the easiest task!  Walking dogs, getting deliveries and such were a               
nightmare. I was packing food off the semi, because they could not make it back to the storage 
container. All in a day’s work right?   

Talk about hitting the ground running, my first month here at the shelter has been a whirl 
wind, but what I have learned, is that each and every day that I come to work, I fall in love 
with it a little more,  I enjoy coming to work, I enjoy the mission.  

Welcome aboard Chris and Thank You Eve for                      

all your years of hard work for us and the                              

critters....enjoy your retirement....                                           

you will be missed by all! 
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Some years back there was a precious dog named Dani that came to stay with BRHA...cute as a 
button, but little Dani had some serious medical issues and needed some surgery before she 
would be adoptable.  At the time, BRHA didn't have the extra money to cover the expenses so 
some wonderful volunteers took up the challenge and started seeking help from the community 
with the intent of collecting specific donations to cover Dani's medical needs.  The volunteers 
worked tirelessly and raised the money, Dani had her surgery, a volunteer nursed her through 
recovery and Dani found her forever home!  With a little money left in the fund the volunteers 
& BRHA decided to continue the specific fund to help with medical needs for those "guests" 
that needed just a little assistance in order to be adoptable...and thus, the "Dani Fund" was 
created.  Fast forward to now....the need for this fund continues, and when you see our               
donation jars in businesses throughout the community you can rest assured that your "change" 
will be put to good use!   

 "Change" for Dani's Fund 

JoyceAnne Jodsaas and her precious Nellie at              
Eickert Realty, 307 Main Street in Stevensville, 
are great supporters and proudly display our "Dani 
Fund" Donation Jar...if your business would like to 

have a "Dani Fund" donation jar to help "change" the 
life of a homeless pet,                                                            

please call Robin @ (406) 381-2912 or                                 
Carol @ (406) 642-3699. 

What's Happening? 

Mark your calendars for these upcoming BRHA events... 

RIGHT NOW & ONGOING - "Unleash Tomorrow" - www.unleashtomorrow.org 

June 8th - "Previously Appreciated Art Sale" - City Hall Bedford Bldg, Hamilton 

June 22nd - "Paint for Paws" - Painted Color Ceramics, 1-5pm (406) 540-3999 

November 23rd - "Festival of Wreaths" - Daly Mansion, Hamilton 

December 3rd - #Giving Tuesday - A day of giving online and at shelter 

December 7th - "Cookie Walk" - Catholic Church Community Room, Hamilton 

December - "Paws to Remember" - All month at the shelter 

Check our website often for more event info and new additions! 

Memorials February 18, 2019 through  May 8, 2019 

MEMORIALS                                                                 

BRHA gratefully acknowledges the support and generosity of so many who wish to honor the memory of loved 

ones.  We are humbled by the dedication and love of animals that those departed loved ones exhibited, and are 

truly grateful to their families for suggesting that memorials be sent to the BRHA for the benefit of the animals.  

In Loving Memory of Pets 
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FOR: FROM: 

BEAUREGARD NANCY & MIKE                  

CANNING CHARLIE & 

CHAROLOTTE OLIVER 

DARWIN MARTY RAHL 

BLACK, We will                

Never Forget you 

JOSEPH & KEA               

YANZICK 

ABBY TISH CATON 

OUR DEAR CLAUDE 

KITTY 

JEFRI HOUSTON 

BEAU, BUSTER & 

BUCKY OLIVER 

JIM & BECKY COTE 

KITTY “LITTLE JO” CHRISTINE COFFIN 

BORIS KAREN & DOUG     

JOHNSTON 

MOLLY BARBAR BAYER 

NIKKI SUE & DAVE      

MCCORMACK 

FRECKLES, COMPAN-

ION & FRIEND 

DIANE & TOM                

SANDERS 

ABIGAIL CHARLIE & CHARLOTTE 

OLIVER 

BLACKBERRY LEONARD & BARBARA 

MCCANN 

MATTI  NECKER KENT & DIANE MYERS, 

BRENDA TAGGERT, 

BOB NECKER 

FROM: FROM: 

GUS BOB NECKER 

HARLEY MARK & TERESA BECK 

REBEL DONALD & JOAN               

LODMELL 

In Loving Memory of Pets 

In Loving Memory of People 

FOR: FROM: 

JOANNE MARTIN JAYE SCHREMP 

WAYNE EDENS MELINDA ROBIN 

SHAWNA WHITE HAMILTON GARDEN 

CLUB 

DON KOEPPEN KEITH & SUSAN ORI, 

REBECCA & RICHARD 

KOEPPEN, BOBBIE 

MCCAULEY, GRACE 

KOEPPEN, RICK &  

BONNIE TAYLOR, 

GLENN & NOREEN 

KOZELUH, FRANCES 

NOVAK 

LONNA MOHR ALICE FOSTER 

JERRY SIMPSON FRED & CAROL 

FOWLER, CHRISTINE 

FEND, ERIN TEIDE-

MAN, SHELDON & JO-

ANN GUDMUNSON, 

JUDY STERUD, LAURA 

MCCOMESKY, DARCIE 

BACON, SUSAN 
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http://www.unleashtomorrow.org
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!  

EAGLE SCOUT PROJECT  by Colby 

Mayberry has blessed BRHA with won-

derful study benches for the Meet & 

Greet Park!  Thanks to Colby, his lead-

er Greg Raymond and the  entire 

#1962 pack! 

The Darby Friendly Gardener’s Club  

sure know how to make our day...all 

their wonderful Wish List donations  

have made all the critters & staff ex-

tremely grateful! 

Facebook Fundraiser celebrating the retirement of 

Doug & Annie from Art Focus. Thanks you two for all 

your years of supporting BRHA and we wish you 

well in all your new endeavors! 

THANK YOU 

For all the wonderful donations and 

a great adoption day! 

RIBBONS FOR LIFE RAFFLE HUGE SUCCESS!    167 tickets were sold for a total of $835.00!Congrats to 

our winners:  1st Place: $100.20 to Ann T., 2nd Place: $75.15 to Maria B., 3rd Place: $50.10 to Dan W., 

and Fourth Place: $25.05 to Marie M.   We thank everyone that played and  double thanks to our winners 

that donated their winnings back to help us care for all the critters! 

Special THANKS to Shear Delight, Moeller’s Nursery, Burnt Fork Veterinary Clinic , 

Ravalli Republic & the Bitterroot Star for sponsoring the wonderful adoption ads in 

the Bitterroot Star and Ravalli Republic of our precious BRHA residents, pictures tru-

If you or your group would like to host an event in support of the shelter, please contact us to share your ideas! 

Call the shelter at (406) 363-5311 or email Mary at: dogmommary@aol.com 

Big Thanks to PERMA CHINK SYSTEMS  

for including BRHA in their products 

workshop day...all these wonderful sup-

plies from our Wish List will be put to 

great use on a daily basis! 

Thank you to Steffeni Hakes and 

all her family & friends that 

shared their love with BRHA in 

honor of Steffeni’s  birthday with 

a Facebook fundraiser....we hope 

you had a great birthday! 

THANK YOU Lily (aka Wilson) for 

sharing your wonderful 10th 

birthday with all the critters at 

BRHA...your thoughtfulness has 

made many creatures’ day a lot 

brighter! 

It was food, fun, cider and a 

wonderful  fundraiser for 

BRHA in honor of Bailey’s 

birthday at Backroad                   

Cider..Thank you for sharing 

your big day with all the 

critters! 

Jennifer Chase has been with the Bitter Root Humane Association since 

March 2009.  She has taken a little time off here and there, but besides 

that she’s been an outstanding volunteer that the staff, public, board and 

other volunteers can count on time and time again. 

Jen has achieved the Volunteer of the Year for 2018 for: the most              

recorded hours of volunteering in 2018 at the shelter itself, participating 

at the events like parades, helping in a variety of capacities such as 

dishwashing and AdvoCat-ing, bringing in her family to inspire the next 

generation towards philanthropy, practically never missing a scheduled 

shift and always communicating if she will miss a shift or be tardy, and 

joining the Board of Directors last Spring. 

It’s volunteers like Jen who make the joy of being at a shelter 

all the more wonderful, from staff to animal!  We are all in your 

debt and most expressively extend our gratitude for your                

service.  Thank You Jen! 
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Volunteers ……………………...Mel Beck, Volunteer Coordinator 
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Jennifer Chase  -  BRHA Volunteer of the Year! 

It seems like no matter the time of year or weather outside there is always a new event to 
attend or a fundraiser to support. This has become exceedingly true of Bitter Root Humane 
Association whilst we are neck deep in new shelter plans, a decade of intentions coming to 
fruition.  
 
Ten years. Ten years of saving and crunching numbers. Ten years of praying and begging for 
basic donations just to keep the doors open. Ten years of countless volunteers who have 
stepped up in times of need for both the financial benefit of the shelter and the personal 
benefit of the animals. But as we move forward what does this mean for our dedicated group 
of volunteers who have stuck it out through the rough of it? What does this mean for all of 
the time and effort that you have put into supporting this local shelter?  
 
It means you and your skills and time are even more valuable than ever before! That we know 
you will be patient as the ground breaking commences, and that every time you are in the 
presence of someone who may have monetary donations to give away that you will boldly sug-
gest BRHA. It also means that your ideas and input have already been thoroughly considered 
and the new shelter will hopefully reflect your concerns and suggestions.  
 
I will continue to send out emails and make phone calls for your presence in our efforts to 
raise money to keep the shelter doors open, to participate in animal related activities, and to 
get as many of these furry and feathered creatures adopted out to their forever families! 
We will need your continued support for our off-site adoption events, pint nights, and your 
visits to the shelter to give a good feline-scratching are as ever very important.  
 
I hope your summer is amazing and that you have many wonderful seasonal adventures. 
Please keep BRHA and its inhabitants close to your thoughts as you go out and make the 
world a better place to live in. We are grateful for your service.  
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A CAMPAIGN FOR THE FUTURE 

“Building A Better Home…. 

     Every year the Bitter Root Humane Association touches the lives of over forty-five thousand people.  We 

are often the only option and source for families who have no other way to turn.  We play a vital role in the 

community, not just through our adoption programs, but by making people and animals safer. 

     We live in a valley which has grown over the last few decades.  Our challenge now is to have a facility 

meeting the needs of the community and providing for the sustained and increasing need for decades to 

come. 

     The Montana lifestyle and our companion pets are an intertwined tradition spanning all ages. In this val-

ley we love our pets like family and we expect there will be a safe haven and compassionate place for all 

animals in their time of need, whether it be a newborn kitten or a companion dog left behind when their 

owner passes on.  This is a moral value that is broadly shared.  Our vision for the future is much more. 

     For over 35 years the kennels and small rooms I our current facility have been constantly occupied by 

guests and this usage has taken its toll. No one could have guessed in 1985, when our current shelter was 

built, how many animals would find safety, protection and a new future through the Bitter Root Humane As-

sociation. 

     We envision a new, modern facility which will propel us through the next forty years and beyond.  We 

envision not just kennels, not just a shelter, but a true safe haven for the lost, abandoned or abused with: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     We intend to build our new facility in our current location, to house the BRHA and it’s many programs 

and activities to support our community’s critters, no matter what kind of animal they are. We feel certain 

the proposed building will create an excellent and effective facility. It will give us the ability to provide pro-

grams critical to the care of your animals. Your participation will ensure the continuation of the distinctive 

role we play in the richness of the Bitterroot Valley. 

        Keep up to date on our progress at:  www.unleashtomorrow.org 

Spacious dog kennels with variable housing and adjoining outdoor play areas 

Flexible cat living spaces, with outdoor porches 

Safer and larger working spaces 

Living spaces conducive to more natural habitat 

Less noise leading to less stress 

Specialized air control systems for comfort and disease control 

An expanded Dog Walk Park and larger dog exercise areas 

Separate intake areas with enhanced medical and behavioral assessment capabilities 

A new Community Education room 
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FUTURE HOME OF BITTER ROOT HUMANE ASSOCIATION 

 

 

 

 

 

Won’t You Help Us “UNLEASH TOMORROW”? 

Donations Accepted & Greatly Appreciated at: 

WWW.UNLEASH TOMRROW.ORG 

Or 

262 Fairgrounds Road/PO Box 57, Hamilton, MT 59840 

Tax ID#81-0351709 

 

  


